
HY DAIRIES CASE STUDY

The improved sales of Hy's gourmet ice cream could be credited to Rochelle Beauport, who was assigned to the
gourmet ice cream brand last year. Few people were aware that Gilman's own career had been boosted by working as
marketing research coordinator at Hy several years before.

As he had been through the same channel and achieved the vice-president position on the company. Whereas,
social identity theory is a theory developed to understand the psychological basis of discrimination. Rochelle
thought that because she was one of the few women of color in marketing management and after the
significant credit works of her she had been sidelined like she is no longer important to brand management.
The employee identified herself as a minority, feeling as if the job offer was a negative due to her skin color
and gender. Note: Concepts from other chapters are relevant to this case. As Garcia, wrote in his research that
prejudging is the unfair evaluation of people based on their stereotypical judgment of their group rather than
the behavior and qualification of its individual members. Even she felt reluctant, she did accept the offer.
Descriptive stereotype describe about the characteristics of social group and indicate the attributes, roles and
behavior whereas prescriptive stereotype describe what the group male or female should be like or how they
should behave. Even she felt reluctant, she did accept the offer. In this case, Rochelle, when being proposed
the new position of marketing research coordinator, came into conclusion that Mr. He thought this move will
be good for her and the company, because he boosted his own carriers following the same path. Gilman just
need to indicate that he does understand her. What can organizations do to minimize misperceptions in these
types of situations? Marketing research was not the route to top management in most organizations, Beauport
thought. Gilman could find out that Beauport had experienced blatant gender discrimination with her previous
employer and that staff jobs such as marketing research coordinator are not always valued. Few people were
aware that Gilman's own career had been boosted by working as marketing research coordinator at Hy several
years before. This lead people to categorize other individual based on their belief and perception. Sorry, but
copying text is forbidden on this website! Syd Gilman rewarded her with the new opportunity of position in
order to give her new experience of working level and enhance her career in Hy Dairies. By being
knowledgeable of social identity theory distortions, for example, Beauport might evaluate Gilman more
carefully, rather than automatically labelling him within a category. Similarly, Gilman might be more sensitive
to this instance of false-consensus effect. In this case both Gilman and Beauport made similar mistakes by
narrowly categorizing, homogenizing, and perceiving others into a certain group which is either similar or
opposite to their own social identity. Canadian organizational behaviour 8th ed. Conclusion Rochelle
Beauport, Assistant brand manager, has perceived the steps of her boss. Being a few women of color in
marketing she thinks she has been sidelined by the organization. If they can understand other and can narrate
or relate with them it will increase the job performance. Apply your knowledge of stereotyping and social
identity theory to explain what went wrong here Stereotyping, as the derivative of social identity theory, is
defined as the process of assigning traits to people and it happens when people make generalization usually
exaggerated and sometimes offensive. Supply chain challenges in Dairy Development. And Rochelle thought
that Syd had perception about the ability of women are limited, what their role should be and he might have
that prescriptive that man are more competent then women and they should be always which lead to the
devaluation of Rochelle performance. He, too, had been de-lighted several years earlier about his temporary
transfer to marketing research to round out his marketing experience. She felt that Mr. Gilman began the
conversation by briefly mentioning the favorable sales figures, and then explained that he wanted Beauport to
take the marketing research coordinator job.


